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S U M M A R Y
Trade-offs between velocity and anisotropy heterogeneity complicate the interpretation of
differential traveltime data and have the potential to bias isotropic tomographic models. By
constructing a simple parametrisation to describe an elastic tensor with hexagonal symmetry,
we find analytic solutions to the Christoffel equations in terms of fast and slow horizontal
velocities that allow us to simultaneously invert differential traveltime data and splitting data
from teleseismic S arrivals to recover 3-D velocity and anisotropy structure. This technique
provides a constraint on the depth-extent of shallow anisotropy, otherwise absent from inter-
pretations based on SKS splitting alone. This approach is well suited to the young Woodlark
Rift, where previous studies have found strong velocity variation and substantial SKS splitting
in a continental rift with relatively simple geometry. This study images a low-velocity rift axis
with ≤4 per cent spreading-parallel anisotropy at 50–100 km depth that separates regions of
pre-existing lithospheric fabric, indicating the synchronous development of extensional crys-
tallographic preferred orientation and lithospheric thinning. A high-velocity slab fragment
north of the rift axis is associated with strike-parallel anisotropic fast axes, similar to that seen
in the shallow mantle of some subduction zones. In addition to the insights provided by the
anisotropy structure, the improvement in fit to the differential traveltime data demonstrates the
merit to a joint inversion that accounts for anisotropy.

Key words: Body waves; Seismic anisotropy; Seismic tomography; Continental tectonics:
extensional; Dynamics of lithosphere and mantle.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

1.1 Background

Seismic anisotropy is a widespread feature of the uppermost
mantle and, in many places, is strong enough to cause travel-
time anomalies on the same order as isotropic velocity variations
(Anderson 1989; Bezada et al. 2014). In addition to removing
spurious velocity artefacts, a consideration of anisotropy has the
potential to offer dynamic and structural insights by providing a
proxy for time-integrated strain history and internal fabric. Yet
most tomographic models neglect the effect of anisotropy be-
cause of the complexity it adds to the inverse problem and the
inability of standard differential traveltime measurements to suf-
ficiently resolve the additional parameters it requires. Here, we
present a method for simplifying the anisotropic parametrisation
and collecting data that is sensitive to anisotropy and velocity het-
erogeneity in order to invert jointly for velocity and anisotropy
structure.

The complex elastic anisotropy of natural rocks and the non-
linearity of anisotropic effects mean that anisotropic body wave
tomography poses a difficult problem. Teleseismic shear wave split-
ting studies image vertically integrated anisotropic structure with
good horizontal resolution but they lack the ability to resolve more
than one or, occasionally, two layers of anisotropy (Silver & Sav-
age 1994), due to a paucity of data, near-vertical ray paths, lack of
crossing rays and the non-commutativity of the splitting operator
(Silver & Long 2011). By making simplifications to parametrise
weak anisotropy (Thomsen 1986; Mensch & Rasolofosaon 1997),
3-D anisotropic traveltime inversions have been attempted (e.g. Pratt
& Chapman 1992) but the problem is ill-conditioned and mostly lim-
ited to P-wave anisotropy, often in subduction settings (Zhao et al.
2015) and assuming hexagonal symmetry (Wang & Zhao 2013).
Shear wave splitting tomography from local earthquake signals has
been carried out in the well-illuminated mantle wedge of a subduc-
tion zone (Pozgay et al. 2007; Abt et al. 2009) but the method has
not proved straightforward to generalise. Anisotropic tomography
using the ‘multichannel method’ (Chevrot 2000), which measures
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808 Z. Eilon, G.A. Abers and J.B. Gaherty

the commutatively additive splitting intensity, has been developed
in theory (Favier & Chevrot 2003; Chevrot 2006) but the necessity
for excellent backazimuthal coverage has limited its application in
practice. Other workers have decomposed data based on polarisa-
tion perpendicular or parallel to expected fast azimuth to estimate
the effect of anisotropy, including depth resolution (Hammond &
Toomey 2003; Boyd et al. 2004); this idea is the foundation for the
method we present.

Continental rifts manifest strong seismic velocity variations as
crust thins, cold lithosphere breaks up, and hot, seismically slow
asthenosphere replaces it. Several rifts have also been shown to
contain measurable anisotropy, variously attributed to small-scale
convective flow (Gao et al. 1997), aligned melt pockets (Kendall
et al. 2005), large-scale deformation (Tommasi et al. 1999; Vauchez
et al. 2000) or mantle flow (Montagner et al. 2007), organised melt
along steep lithospheric gradients (Holtzman & Kendall 2010), pre-
existing lithospheric fabric (Kendall et al. 2006), or a combination
of the above (Hammond et al. 2014). SKS splitting in rifts, such as
Rio Grande and the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER), is dominated by
spreading-perpendicular fast axes (Gok et al. 2003; Kendall et al.
2005) in contrast to mid-ocean ridges, where models and obser-
vations indicate spreading-parallel fast axes where strain has been
sufficient to establish crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO)
of olivine (Wolfe & Solomon 1998; Blackman & Kendall 2002).
Therefore, detailed imaging of anisotropy within continental rifts
has the potential to discriminate between, and inform our under-
standing of, different modes and dynamics of extension (Vauchez
et al. 2000).

1.2 Tectonic setting

The Woodlark Rift lies in a zone of broad oblique convergence be-
tween the Australian and Pacific plates, where a belt of microplates
manifest complex tectonics including rapid rotation, translation,
multiple recent subduction episodes and associated volcanism. The
Woodlark is one of the youngest and most rapidly extending rifts
known, with 70–190 km of opening (Taylor et al. 1999; Petersen &
Buck 2015) since the late Miocene, and contains ultrahigh pressure
(UHP) metamorphic rocks that ascended from their maximum P,
T equilibration at ≥100 km depth since 5–8 Ma (Baldwin et al.
2008; Gordon et al. 2012). Lithospheric removal and consequent
asthenospheric upwelling along the rift axis has given rise to strong
velocity heterogeneities. Hot axial material is juxtaposed with a
seismically fast and seismogenic body to the north of the rift that
may be a relict slab, possibly related to UHP burial (Eilon et al.
2015). SKS measurements indicate strong anisotropy within this
rift, with spreading-parallel fast axes that can be attributed to man-
tle CPO developed during extension (Eilon et al. 2014). However,
without depth constraints on the anisotropy it is difficult to recon-
cile the tomographic images with SKS data, and to separate litho-
spheric from asthenospheric effects. The 2-D, orthogonal geometry
and well-defined boundaries of this rift, together with the proba-
bility of trade-offs between isotropic velocity structure and strong
anisotropy, make this an ideal proving ground for a joint velocity–
anisotropy imaging study.

2 A N I S O T RO P I C PA R A M E T R I S AT I O N

A full description of anisotropic velocities within a model volume
would involve too many free parameters for a tractable inverse
problem; defining the anisotropic elastic tensors of natural rocks

requires between 5 and 21 independent parameters per node. Al-
though previous workers have implicitly assumed CPO by summing
elastic tensors scaled to those for various known mineralogies to
construct aggregate anisotropic tensors (Pozgay et al. 2007; Abt
& Fischer 2008), the parametrisation established in this study is
agnostic as to the mechanism of the anisotropy. It is not clear that
the data are sufficiently good to warrant a more complex parametri-
sation, and the introduction of assumptions regarding mantle min-
eralogy and CPO would add unnecessary uncertainty. Instead, we
describe the anisotropy and velocity within a model volume by the
fewest possible parameters, by making a number of simplifying
assumptions.

Consistent with natural and experimental petrofabrics of de-
formed olivine aggregates (Christensen 1984; Ismaı̄l & Mainprice
1998; Hansen et al. 2014), we assume an elastic tensor with hexag-
onal symmetry and horizontal symmetry axis; this geometry cap-
tures anisotropy imaged for horizontal CPO (Tommasi et al. 1999)
or aligned melt pockets (Kendall et al. 2005). We link P and S
velocities by assuming equal P and S anisotropy and fixing the
ratio, ν, between average VP and VS. In this simple framework,
a vertically incident shear wave would be split into two quasi-
shear pulses, orthogonally polarised parallel to, and perpendicu-
lar to, the symmetry axis, with velocities V‖ and V⊥, respectively
(Fig. 1). These are related to the two physically relevant parame-
ters, average shear velocity, VSav , and fractional anisotropy, α, as
follows:

V‖ = VSav (1 + α)

V⊥ = VSav (1 − α) (1)

so:

VSav = V‖ + V⊥
2

α = V‖ − V⊥
V‖ + V⊥

. (2)

An arbitrarily incident shear wave will be split into two orthog-
onal pulses which may have different velocities. Because of the
hexagonal symmetry, these velocities are purely a function of the
angle (ζ ) between the propagation direction and the symmetry axis
(Fig. 2). Assuming that the value of the anisotropic parameter η ≈ 1
in the upper mantle (Appendix A) (Anderson 1989; Tommasi et al.
2000), we can then show (eqs A2–A8) that the two velocities into
which any shear wave will be split are:

VSH (ζ ) =
√

V 2
⊥ sin2 ζ + V 2

‖ cos2 ζ

VSV (ζ ) ≈
√

V 2
‖ cos2 2ζ + (

ν2
[
V 2

‖ − V 2
⊥
]
/4 + V 2

‖
)

sin2 2ζ (3)

and

cos ζ = sin i (cos θ cos φ + sin θ sin φ) (4)

where i is the incidence angle measured from the vertical, θ is the
ray propagation azimuth and φ is the azimuth of the symmetry
axis (Fig. 1). In this context, VSV denotes the shear velocity per-
pendicular to ray propagation that is in the plane containing the
propagation vector and the hexagonal symmetry axis, and VSH is
the shear velocity perpendicular to this plane. In the case of vertical
incidence, these reduce to VSH = V⊥ and VSV = V‖. The nomen-
clature comes from the common assumption of radial anisotropy
(‘transverse isotropy’) where VSV is vertical and VSH is horizontal
(e.g. Maupin & Park 2007).

By comparison to the solutions to the Christoffel equations, we
show that the VSH vector is always perpendicular to the symme-
try axis, and that the VSV vector is approximately parallel to the
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Anisotropic tomography—Woodlark Rift 809

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ray interacting with anisotropic structure, showing angles and velocities defined in the text.

symmetry axis for upper-mantle teleseisms (∼47 ≤ ζ ≤ 85◦), reach-
ing a maximum angular error of 22◦ for incidence angles relevant
to our data (Fig. 2).

Finally, the E–W striking, N–S opening Woodlark Rift and the
simple, predominantly N–S fast anisotropy measured here from
SK(K)S splitting (Eilon et al. 2014) suggests a natural geometry
for the anisotropic fabric in this particular setting. We therefore
assume that the fabric is orientated such that the symmetry axis is
oriented north–south. This fixes the permitted fast direction to N–S
(for α > 0 and V⊥ < V‖) or E–W (for α < 0 and V⊥ > V‖). We
have tested the choice of fixing the symmetry axis N–S versus E–W
and found that this choice has a negligible effect on the result of the
inversion. Using the notation, u = sin icos θ = cos ζ (since φ = 0),
eq. (3) simplifies to:

VSH =
√

u2V 2
‖ + (1 − u2) V 2

⊥

VSV ≈
√

V 2
‖ + ν2 u2(1 − u2)

(
V 2

‖ − V 2
⊥
)

(5)

where VSV is the velocity travelled at by waves polarised north–south
and VSH is the velocity of waves polarised east–west; these velocities
determine relative timing of shear wave arrivals recorded on the
N–S and E–W components of seismic instruments, respectively
(Appendix B). Note that VSH and VSV are each sensitive to both V⊥
and V‖ for non-vertical incidence.

By making these assumptions, we have derived analytically dif-
ferentiable expressions relating traveltimes of orthogonally po-
larised S-wave arrivals to anisotropy strength, polarity (N–S or

E–W) and isotropic velocity variations. These expressions form
the basis of an inverse problem for 3-D anisotropy and velocity
structure. The parametrisation limits such an inversion to imag-
ing N–S fast versus E–W fast anisotropy; azimuthal anisotropy
with true fast azimuth intermediate to these directions will be pro-
jected onto this orthogonal basis, introducing artefacts and making
our approach non-ideal for regions with more diverse or smoothly
varying anisotropy. However, other orthogonal choices of symme-
try axis azimuth can be easily accommodated by setting φ 
= 0 in
eq. (4).

3 DATA

Data were collected during the CDPapua passive seismic experi-
ment, a 2010 March–2011 July deployment comprising 31 land-
based broad-band PASSCAL seismometers and 8 broad-band OBS
stations (Fig. 3a). The instruments were distributed on and around
the D’Entrecasteaux Islands (DEI) over the ∼250 × 250 km region
of extended continent ahead of the propagating spreading centres,
with station spacing of 20–50 km. Further details on instrumenta-
tion and deployment are described elsewhere (Eilon et al. 2014,
2015).

S-wave arrival times were measured for earthquakes MW ≥ 5.5
events between 30◦ and 90◦ from the array (as well as three events
≥90◦ with large diffracted phases): 335 earthquakes in all. For
each arrival, a 200 s excerpt of data centred on the theoretical S-
wave arrival (from IASP91) was detrended, tapered and padded
with zeros, before being bandpass filtered. A hand-selected 20 s
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810 Z. Eilon, G.A. Abers and J.B. Gaherty

Figure 2. (a) P- and (b) S-wave velocity and (c) VS anisotropy as a function of angle between the propagation vector and the symmetry axis for precise and
approximate cases. (d) Error in VSV and anisotropy (α) and difference between true fast azimuth and north for VSV. The errors in polarisation and amplitude of
anisotropy are computed as the difference between the solution to the Christoffel equations and the solutions to our simplified approximation to the anisotropy
(eq. 5).

window of data around the predicted S arrival was excerpted for
cross-correlation, applying a 20 per cent Tukey window. Only events
with a distinct S phase were used.

For the purposes of investigating anisotropy, we measure both
arrival time and polarisation, ψ , of arrival. For each event-station
pair, the azimuth of the S-wave polarisation was measured using an
eigenvalue approach (Vidale 1986), and averaged across all stations.
Arrivals were classified by polarisation into octants: ‘NS arrivals’
having ψ within 22.5◦ of 0◦ (or 180◦), ‘EW arrivals’ having ψ

within 22.5◦ of ±90◦ and ‘intermediate’ arrivals, with ψ greater than
22.5◦ from any of the cardinal directions (Fig. 4). ‘NS arrivals’ travel
through the model with velocity VSV (eq. 5); for these events we mea-
sure station–station differential arrival times by cross-correlating
waveforms measured on the north–south channel on our seismome-
ters using the method of VanDecar & Crosson (1990) to measure

δTN. Correspondingly, ‘EW arrivals’ that travel at VSH are measured
on the east–west seismometer channels, giving δTE. Tests indicate
that the anisotropy does not change with depth sufficiently rapidly to
cause twisting, whereby the polarisation changes along the ray path
(Section 5.2).

‘Intermediate arrivals’ will be partitioned between the VSV and
VSH principal directions, and will propagate along each with its
respective velocity, accruing a time difference dTN–E (the definition
of shear wave splitting). As a result, arrivals at a given station
measured on the NS and EW channels should have near-identical
waveforms but arrive at different times. For these events we perform
a three-way inversion, cross-correlating NS waveforms between all
stations, cross-correlating EW waveforms between all stations and
cross-correlating NS with EW waveforms at each station to compute
splitting beneath that station. We adapt the least-squares approach
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Anisotropic tomography—Woodlark Rift 811

Figure 3. Maps of study area. (a) Deployment and geography, including station locations and types. Magenta lines: opening paths for Euler poles derived from
seafloor magnetic anomalies to the east, with 0.5 Ma tick marks; along-strike extrapolation of western spreading centres also shown. (b) Results of synthetic
splitting tests (Section 5.2) showing comparison between individual SKS observations (Eilon et al. 2014) and synthetic values obtained by propagating SKS
waves through our final model structure. Only high-quality, non-null splitting observations were used. Best-fitting fast azimuth and splitting time are indicated
by line orientation and length, respectively, and are plotted at 50 km depth piercing points. 1000 m elevation contours plotted.

Figure 4. Top: examples of three-way cross-correlation (Appendix C) for an earthquake in Java sampling mostly N–S fast anisotropy (left) and an earthquake
in Tohoku that carries a source-side signature of E–W fast anisotropy. Bottom: data used for this inversion, de-meaned to show only differential values of
traveltime and splitting. Area-proportional rose diagrams indicate backazimuthal coverage, with concentric contours at 1000, 500 and 100 arrivals.

of VanDecar & Crosson (1990) to simultaneously invert for δTE,
δTN and dTN–E (Appendix C).

We emphasise that it is merely a convenient coincidence that the
particular geometry of this rift is such that the anisotropic struc-
ture is aligned with cardinal seismometer components. The method
we have presented here is general; if the geometry of the tectonics
were different, a vertical-axis rotation would achieve the coordi-

nate transformation required to measure arrivals on the appropriate
orientations.

Filter frequencies were hand-selected for each set of arrivals to
preserve as much high-frequency energy as possible while recover-
ing a high-amplitude signal. The median corner frequencies were
0.125 and 0.02 Hz. Only arrivals with signal-to-noise ratio greater
than 3 and with cross-correlation coefficient (cmax) greater than 0.7
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812 Z. Eilon, G.A. Abers and J.B. Gaherty

Figure 5. Source-side splitting terms (Section 3.1) estimated from the inversion (δTINV: top) and measured at PMG (δTPMG: bottom) plotted by mean
backazimuth and ray parameter. The cluster of E-faster-than-N events from ∼350◦N are Tohoku aftershocks. Inset: plot of δTPMG versus δTINV showing best-fit
line with R2 = 0.54, where filled symbols are from the Tohoku region.

were used. In order to avoid the δT values dominating the structure,
we upweight the splitting measurements by the ratio of the number
of δTN: dTN–E measurements (∼3).

3.1 Out-of-volume effects

Anisotropy measurements from direct S waves provide better depth
resolution than core-traversing phases but may include splitting
signal from anisotropy close to the source (Foley & Long 2011;
Lynner & Long 2014) or in the mid-mantle (Fouch & Fischer 1996;
Nowacki et al. 2015). The non-linearity and non-commutativity of
anisotropic effects (Silver & Long 2011) make the problem of out-
of-volume structure more complicated for splitting measurements
than for differential teleseismic traveltimes. A good backazimuthal
distribution and the inclusion of event dTN–E terms serve to cancel
out or capture the effects of anisotropy outside the model volume,
respectively. Complex waveforms, identified by <0.8 cmax between
N–S and E–W arrivals, may have encountered multiple/complex
splitting and are discarded. Station dTN–E terms are included as
model parameters in the inversion to account for anisotropy in the
crust, although this term is damped to ensure that crustal splitting
times are within the limits of what is generally observed (<0.5 s)
(Yang et al. 2015).

As a check, dTN–E values were measured directly from cross-
correlation of north and east channels at the Port Moresby GSN sta-
tion (PMG) 250 km to the west of the CDPapua array—this proxim-

ity means that teleseisms recorded at this station and recorded on our
array have near-identical paths except in the upper mantle beneath
the region. Null splitting measured from SK(K)S arrivals at PMG
over a variety of backazimuths (Eilon et al. 2014) demonstrates that
the upper mantle beneath this station is essentially isotropic. There-
fore, any splitting of direct S waves measured at this station must
arise from anisotropy close to the source or along the ray path, of-
fering an independent estimate of out-of-volume splitting of waves
impinging on the array.

There is a moderate correlation between the event dTN–E terms
solved for in the inversion and those measured at PMG (R2 = 0.54).
Plotting the dTN–E terms by backazimuth and ray parameter (Fig. 5),
there is a clear spatial agreement between the two data sets. In par-
ticular, there is a preponderance of ∼1.5 s positive (E faster than
N) traveltimes from arrivals from the north (Japan) that are tightly
grouped in backazimuth and ray parameter. This signal may arise
from anisotropy in the region of the Marianas and Izu-Bonin slabs
where Nowacki et al. (2015) and Lynner and Long (2015) record
strong mid-mantle anisotropy. Importantly, the marked E-faster-
than-N event terms from these earthquakes are in strong agreement
with the PMG splitting measurements, demonstrating that this sig-
nal is attributable to source-side structure and can be removed.

Following this analysis, we use the dTN–E values measured at
PMG as a priori estimates of event splitting terms for the inversion,
with moderate damping constraining deviation from these prior
values.
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Anisotropic tomography—Woodlark Rift 813

3.2 Traveltime residuals

In total, the data set comprises 1601 δTN measurements, 1300 δTE

measurements and 969 dTN–E measurements from 145 earthquakes.
The rms residuals are 0.984, 1.340 and 1.167 s, respectively, and the
demeaned values (removing the effect of mean splitting) are 0.984,
0.971, and 0.573 s. The similarity between de-meaned rms δTN

and δTE implies that the majority of the differential traveltime sig-
nal is attributable to heterogeneities in average velocity. The ∼0.6
ratio between average dTN–E and de-meaned rms differential travel-
times indicates that the magnitude of anisotropy heterogeneities is
expected to be roughly 0.6 times that of velocity heterogeneities.

The measured differential arrival times (Fig. 4) on both compo-
nents show traveltime delays in an E–W swath beneath the DEI,
in agreement with isotropic tomography models (Eilon et al. 2015)
that show the slow rift axis extending westwards from the seafloor
spreading centre at ∼151.5◦. Traveltime deficits seen at northern
stations indicate a fast structure beneath the north of the array.
Splitting data are noisier (and sparser) than differential traveltimes
but show predominantly negative values (i.e. N–S arriving earlier
than E–W) beneath the DEI.

4 T O M O G R A P H I C P RO B L E M

4.1 Inversion approach

Following the approach of Schmandt & Humphreys (2010), we
relate traveltime data to model parameters using finite-frequency
velocity kernels with a first-fresnel zone approximation (also de-
scribed in Eilon et al. 2015). Finite-frequency kernels for anisotropic
media have been calculated (Favier & Chevrot 2003; Long et al.
2008) but by describing the model in terms of orthogonal veloc-
ities, the simpler velocity sensitivity kernels may be used. Our
method also lends itself to incorporation of frequency-dependent
splitting measurements (Long 2010) but that application is beyond
the scope of this paper. The data include differential traveltimes,
which are sensitive only to horizontal deviations in velocity and
splitting times, which are also sensitive to absolute velocity. The
anisotropic VS model is defined on an irregular rectangular mesh
with eight layers between 40 and 240 km depth (based on station
spacing and array aperture) and horizontal node spacing increasing
from 30 km at the centre to 40 km at the edge of the array. The
nodes are parametrised in terms of absolute orthogonal velocities
V⊥ and V‖, where the mean VSav at each depth is obtained from a
local 1-D model for the top 40 km (Ferris et al. 2006) transition-
ing smoothly to the Voigt-averaged VS from a global 1-D model
(Kustowski et al. 2008) down to 400 km. We fix the VP/VS ratio,
ν, equal to 1.81 (Ismaı̄l & Mainprice 1998) although this inver-
sion, without P-wave data, is very weakly sensitive to this value.
Tests varying ν between 1.6 and 2.0 yielded rms variations of just
0.03 per cent and 0.06 per cent in isotropic velocity perturbations
and anisotropy, respectively, when compared to the preferred ν

value. The model parameter vector then comprises nodal veloci-
ties, isotropic delays (δT) and splitting terms (dT) for each station
and event: m = {V⊥ , V‖ , δTevt , δTsta , dTevt , dTsta}.

The forward model, g(m), and Fréchet kernels, G = ∂g(m)/∂m,
are themselves functions of the model parameters (Appendix B), so
the inverse problem is non-linear and is solved iteratively by New-
ton’s method with partial derivatives re-calculated at each iteration
(Menke 2012, eq. 9.11):

mk+1 = mk + G−g
k (dk − g(mk)) (6)

Figure 6. Results of ‘L-tests’ to ascertain the combination of regularisation
parameters that mutually minimise misfit and model l2-norm. Curves show
results for values of damping (ε) between 0.3 and 30 and four different
choices of smoothing. Dotted line: anisotropy model only (dTN–E variance
reduction versus α-norm); dashed line: velocity model only (δT variance
reduction versus V-norm); solid line: total variance reduction versus total
norm. For consistency of units, the V-norm and α-norms are calculated
in seconds from the differential traveltime and splitting time, respectively,
accrued by a vertical ray passing through each node. The preferred values
of γ = 3 and ε = 3 are indicated.

where G−g denotes the ‘generalised inverse’, the solution to the
weighted, damped least-squares problem that minimises the gener-
alised error:

(m) = ∣∣∣∣ω2(dobs − g(m))
∣∣∣∣2 + γ || Lm ||2 + ε || m ||2 (7)

where ω2 is a diagonal matrix of data weights (= σ−2
d ) defined by

σ−1
i = 0 for cmax < 0.7 and σ−1

i ∝ 1 → 2 for cmax in the range 0.7
→ 1. The constraints of first-derivative smoothing (imposed by L)
and damping are weighted by γ and ε, respectively (Menke & Eilon
2015). The solution is the least-squares solution to Fm = f, that is,
G−g = [FT F]−1 FT , where:

Fk =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

σ−1
d Gk

γ L

ε I

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ and fk =

⎡
⎢⎣

σ−1
d

(
d − g(mk)

)
0

0

⎤
⎥⎦. (8)

The inversion is terminated after 20 iterations, or when the resi-
dual decreases by less than 1 per cent between iterations.

Regularisation of average velocity and anisotropy at a given node,
i, is achieved by damping the values of (V i

⊥ + V i
‖ ) and (V i

⊥ − V i
‖ ),

respectively. The ratio of vertical to horizontal smoothing is 0.4 and
the sparser dT data require the anisotropy to be smoothed 3× more
than velocity. Based on ‘L-tests’ (Fig. 6) that seek to mutually min-
imise model roughness and data misfit (Menke 1984), our preferred
inversion uses γ = 3 and ε = 3.

4.2 Resolution and squeezing

Resolution of the model is estimated by computing the hit quality [a
combination of hit count and backazimuthal coverage; Eilon et al.
(2015)] and the semblance [a quantitative measure of agreement
between input and output checkerboard structures from synthetic
tests; Zelt (1998)]. Regions expected to be well resolved have hit
quality and semblance greater than 0.7; the product of these two
values describes the estimated uncertainty, where values greater than
0.5 are considered acceptable (Fig. 7). Synthetic tests demonstrate
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Figure 7. Checkerboard tests for a joint VSav and anisotropy inversion, contoured by semblance. In the well-imaged region with hit quality greater than 0.7,
the mean semblance is 0.73, indicating good amplitude and structure recovery. Note the staggering of the VS and α checkers is preserved in the output model,
demonstrating that the two parameters are independently constrained.

that not only are we able to recover input structure but that we can
independently resolve velocity and anisotropy heterogeneity with
good fidelity (Fig. 7).

We ascertain the depth of heterogeneity required by the data by
introducing a squeezing depth into the first two iterations of the
inversion (Eilon et al. 2015). If the data require structure below
zsq it will be introduced by later, unconstrained iterations, the final
model will have appreciable model norm below zsq, and this deeper
structure will significantly contribute to variance reduction. We find
that for tests that include squeezing to depths (zsq) of 170 km or
greater, >95 per cent of the final variance reduction is achieved
with structure above zsq. This indicates that the data require models
to contain velocity and anisotropy heterogeneities down to a depth
of at least 170 km but that deeper structure does not improve the fit
to the data and is not required. In the final inversion, we therefore
include a single squeezing step to 170 km depth. By comparing the
norm of the structure deeper than zsq before and after squeezing to
170 km we find that 16.4 per cent of the anisotropy heterogeneities,
but only 9.05 per cent of the velocity heterogeneities, appear deeper
than this depth, suggesting more power in anisotropy variation than
velocity variation in the deeper part of the domain. This observation
agrees with our expectation that passive rifts do not evince deep
velocity signatures, but may accrue strain (and hence anisotropic
fabric) at large depths.

5 R E S U LT S

5.1 Tomographic models

Our preferred models have an overall variance reduction of
87.5 per cent after eight iterations, beyond which point there is

negligible improvement in the fit. The reduction in variance for
the differential traveltime data and splitting data are approximately
equal and the final rms error is 0.41 s. Rms station static differen-
tial traveltime is 0.50 s and the distribution of station static values
is consistent with receiver function data that show thinned crust
beneath the DEI compared to the Papuan Peninsula (Abers et al.
2002, 2016). Crustal time excesses at OBS stations on the western
Trobriand Platform are due to thick sediments (Fitz & Mann 2013),
and <1 s time deficits at stations on the Amphlett Islands and Tro-
briand Islands (in agreement with the isotropic inversion) indicate
fast shallow structure. Rms crustal splitting times is 0.17 s, indi-
cating negligible anisotropy in the crust (although this parameter
is damped, even when damping is reduced by 10× the rms crustal
splitting is just 0.28 s).

5.1.1 2-D models

We first consider models where along strike variation in velocity
and anisotropy is damped to zero (Fig. 8). The resultant models
(which achieve a variance reduction of 83.7 per cent) represent a
2-D average of the rift that includes only the most robust structure
required by the data. These north–south cross-sections reveal the
low-velocity rift axis extending down to ∼170 km depth beneath
the DEI and to their south. There is also a well-resolved high-
velocity feature in the upper 140 km beneath the north of the array.
Within the rift axis delineated by the low velocities, an N–S fast
anisotropic fabric extends from depths of ∼250 km to the top of
the model, directly beneath the DEI. To the north and south, on the
shoulders of the rift, the models reveal shallow E–W fast structure
extending off-axis to at least the edges of the well-resolved region.
By comparison with the 3-D models, the apparent necking of N–S
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Anisotropic tomography—Woodlark Rift 815

Figure 8. North–south sections through velocity/anisotropy model where heterogeneities are constrained to vary only in 2-D (Section 5.1.1). Black dashed
line encloses slow rift axis (VSav < −2 per cent), blue arrows and red circles (denoting arrows ‘into the page’) show N–S-fast or E–W-fast fabric, respectively.
10 per cent hit quality contours shown. White circles: seismicity observed during Woodseis and CDPapua experiments, relocated using hypoDD. The Moho is
derived from receiver functions along a N–S transect at 150.5◦E. Note scale change at 5 km depth so topography is 3.5× exaggerated. PP: Papuan Peninsula;
TP: Trobriand Platform; TI: Trobriand Islands.

fast anisotropy at ∼100 km depth is likely an artefact arising from
along strike smoothing combined with slightly heterogeneous ray
coverage.

5.1.2 3-D models

The velocity model prominently contains a rift-parallel swath of low
velocities beneath Goodenough Basin and the southern DEI that
extends westward beneath the Papuan Peninsula (Fig. 9). Within
the well-resolved region, the axial material (defined within the
d ln VSav < −1 per cent contour) is, on average, ∼3 per cent slower
than the layer mean and with increasing depth widens from 120 to
160 km. There is a sharp boundary between the slow rift axis and
a large, high-velocity structure in the north of the model; at depths
of 60–85 km there is a maximum of 11 per cent velocity contrast
between these structures, and a sharp horizontal velocity gradient at
the boundary (8 per cent over just 60 km) matching strong backaz-
imuthal variations of differential traveltimes recorded at the latitude
of Goodenough Island. The loss of resolution beyond the bound-
aries of the array means that the northern and western boundaries of
the high-velocity feature are poorly constrained but its reduction in
amplitude further east than 150.5◦ suggests that it does not extend
as far as the edge of our array. Overall, the imaged structure agrees
well with isotropic tomography results but is more coarsely resolved
owing to the greater regularisation in this study (Fig. 10).

The anisotropy model reveals a ∼150 km wide region of
1–2 per cent N–S fast anisotropy, with maximum strength
≤4.1 per cent, co-located with the low velocities in the axis of
the rift (Fig. 11). This structure spans the width of the model and
increases in width and amplitude down to 170 km depth. In the
upper 100 km of the model, the N–S fabric extends from eastern
Fergusson/Normanby Island northwards to the Trobriand Islands,
approximately coinciding with the eastern limit of the high-velocity
structure. Elsewhere, on the shoulders of the rift, we image a pre-
dominant E–W fabric, although to the south of the rift this is not in a

well-resolved region. The strong E–W fabric north of Goodenough
Island is co-located with the high-velocity structure.

5.2 Synthetic splitting

As a further check on our tomographic model, we compare mea-
sured individual SKS splits (Eilon et al. 2014) to synthetic SKS
waveforms propagated through the imaged structure, as follows:
rays are traced through the model space using a 1-D velocity profile
from (IASP91). Each ray is divided into 10 km segments; for each
segment the mean velocity and anisotropy are interpolated from the
tomography model and used to calculate the appropriately oriented
elastic tensor (eq. A6). We solve the Christoffel equations using the
ray propagation vector in each segment, computing the fast and slow
velocities and polarisations in the ray-based coordinate system. We
then propagate an 8 s Gaussian wavelet along this ray, starting with
P–SV polarisation and resolving this energy onto the fast and slow
polarisations in each segment, with respective propagation veloci-
ties. Finally, this arrival is resolved onto north and east channels,
and filtering and windowing is applied prior to standard splitting
analysis using the Minimum Energy method (Silver & Chan 1991).

We find that the initial polarisation is preserved and there is
good agreement between our simplified anisotropy approximation
(eq. 5) using a finite-frequency approach and the full solution to
the Christoffel equations using a ray-based approach. Splitting time
(dT) calculated with finite frequencies is, on average 26 per cent
smaller than that calculated with rays, because of intrinsic smooth-
ing. The fast direction (ϕ) error is very small, as expected for the
small incidence angle of SK(K)S phases (Fig. 2). This agreement is
possible despite the multiple anisotropic layers because of the con-
straint on the geometry of the anisotropy to be orthogonal (NS-fast
or EW-fast), leading to linearly additive splitting. This condition is
unlikely to be true in the real Earth (Silver & Savage 1994) and will
be a source of error in the analysis.
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Figure 9. Horizontal and vertical slices showing �VSav from the 3-D anisotropic shear velocity model (Section 5.1.2) with 10 per cent hit quality contours
shown.

The mean angular misfit (weighted by measured dT) between
predicted and observed SKS ϕ is 28.2◦ ± 25.9 (1σ ) demonstrat-
ing that the anisotropic velocity model—obtained using only di-
rect S arrivals—is in good agreement with the SKS measurements
(Fig. 3b). The mean predicted dT values systematically underes-
timate the measured values from SKS splitting; this discrepancy
likely arises from the larger uncertainty in measured dT (compared
to ϕ) (Silver & Chan 1991), overdamped model anisotropic struc-
ture, and the limited depth extent of the well-resolved model space
(Section 4.2). The only location in which there is systematic an-
gular misfit between observed and measured ϕ is in the northwest
of the model where measured splitting (ϕ ≈ 0) is orthogonal to
the E–W fabric in the tomographic model. Much of this misfit

comes from arrivals at stations on the Lucansay Islands, close to
the edge of our model domain, where the SKS rays may be sam-
pling deeper N–S structure associated with overall mantle flow
(Eilon et al. 2014). Overall, SKS data—which were not used in the
inversion—offer an independent confirmation of the structure in our
models.

6 D I S C U S S I O N

6.1 Rift velocity and anisotropy structure

The models contain a slow shear velocity region demarcating the
axis of the rift, consistent with structure in isotropic VP and VS
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Anisotropic tomography—Woodlark Rift 817

Figure 10. Comparison between imaged VS variations at 70 km depth from the isotropic inversion (Eilon et al. 2015) and 3-D anisotropic inversion (this study).
Grey lines: Moho contours (km) for a smooth surface fit to point measurements from a joint receiver function and surface wave inversion (Abers et al. 2016).

models (Eilon et al. 2015) and aligned with the thinnest Moho
(Abers et al. 2002, 2016), Holocene volcanic centres and the along-
strike extrapolation of the oceanic spreading centres immediately
east of the array. A fast feature north of the rift axis is also seen in
isotropic models; the large velocity contrast (δVSav = 13 per cent
in these models) with the axial material and the observation of
intermediate depth seismicity in this structure are evidence for its
being cold lithosphere, possibly a relict slab fragment left over from
recent subduction (Eilon et al. 2015).

This study shows that the rift axis also contains strong N–S fast
fabric with spatial extent very similar to the low-VSav region. The
pattern of anisotropy agrees well with shear wave splitting mea-
surements of spreading-parallel fast azimuth on the DEI. We infer
that the region of mantle at the centre of the rift has experienced
lithospheric removal and asthenospheric upwelling and has also de-
veloped a spreading-parallel anisotropic fabric: we are observing
the process of lithospheric breakup in the anisotropy signal. As
the continent breaks apart, increasing extensional strain and litho-
spheric thinning result in mantle CPO being simultaneously accrued
and advected upwards within the rift axis (Tommasi et al. 1999).
A positive feedback between temperature, anisotropic viscosity and
strain may facilitate this process and explain the congruence of the
slow velocity and N–S fast structures.

Models (Blackman & Kendall 2002) and observations (Gaherty
et al. 2004) have established that spreading-parallel azimuthal
anisotropy dominates the shallow upper mantle in the ocean basins.
It is an open question how quickly corner flow at ridges (e.g. as
envisioned by McKenzie & Sclater 1969) implements a horizontal
fabric. Vertical flow of ascending material at the ridge axis should
produce radial, rather than azimuthal, anisotropy. However, at the
rift axis we observe strong, shallow azimuthal anisotropy consis-
tent with spreading-parallel fabric (Fig. 8). This observation, from
a region on the cusp of full seafloor spreading, is in agreement
with strong azimuthal anisotropy measured on the East Pacific Rise
(Wolfe & Solomon 1998) and elsewhere (Nowacki et al. 2012). Even
accounting for intrinsic smoothing associated with finite-frequency
fresnel zones, our results suggest that corner flow efficiently es-
tablishes a spreading fabric through extensional shear close to the
spreading axis.

This process may be accelerated in continental rifts; Nielsen &
Hopper (2004) demonstrate that dehydration and depletion due to
melting should increase the viscosity and buoyancy of uppermost
mantle within the rift axis. This phenomenon could enhance the
shallow establishment of azimuthal anisotropy as it suppresses up-
welling and favours predominantly horizontal strain, explaining the
observed anisotropic structure.

The N–S fabric may extend below the well-resolved part of the
model, which would explain the synthetic SKS dT underestimates
(Section 5.2) and higher norm in the deeper layers following squeez-
ing (Section 4.2). Our preferred models suggest that anisotropic
structure persists deeper than velocity heterogeneities. This obser-
vation could result from deteriorating depth resolution of differen-
tial traveltime data compared to SKS data. Alternatively, it may be
evidence for extensional strain being accommodated in the convect-
ing mantle where temperature changes little and deformation yields
only small horizontal temperature (and hence, velocity) gradients.
Deep fabric may arise from asymmetric mantle flow beneath the
moving ridge segment (cf. Conder et al. 2002). The Woodlark Rift
is translating northwards at ∼65 mm yr−1 in a hotspot reference
frame, resulting in asymmetric flow that could explain deep N–S
fabric (Eilon et al. 2014).

A limitation of our method is the inability to resolve dip of the
anisotropic symmetry axis, which is fixed to be horizontal [implic-
itly assuming that gradients of strain rate are vertical; Tommasi
et al. (1999)]. Dip can be detected from the ratio of the first two
azimuthal harmonics of the splitting intensity (Chevrot 2000); this
measurement is noisy at almost all stations in this study, but there
is no evidence suggesting a dip to the symmetry axis (Eilon et al.
2014). In principle, the dip could be included in the inversion, but
tests demonstrate that our data cannot discern this parameter. Fab-
ric dip would introduce a backazimuthally varying source of error,
and (for <30◦ dip) on average lead to overestimation of isotropic
velocity and underestimation of anisotropy strength (Fig. 2). A non-
horizontal symmetry axis within this rift may result from corner-
flow fabric near the spreading axis (Blackman & Kendall 2002), a
vertical component of strain as the lithosphere thins, or melt-rich
layers at a dipping lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary (Holtzman
& Kendall 2010). Despite these possibilities, shallow or negligible
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Figure 11. Horizontal and vertical slices through the 3-D anisotropy model (Section 5.1.2) with 10 per cent hit quality contours shown. Positive values (blue)
indicate N–S fast and negative values (red) indicate E–W fast.

dip was observed at the East Pacific Rise (Hammond & Toomey
2003).

Unlike other continental rifts such as Rio Grande (Gok et al.
2003) or the MER (Kendall et al. 2005; Bastow et al. 2010;
Hammond et al. 2010), this rift is not dominated by shallow rift-
parallel fabric, often inferred to result from melt lenses aligned
normal to spreading (e.g. Kendall et al. 2005). Isotropic tomogra-
phy indicates that this rift is relatively magma-poor (Eilon et al.
2015), consistent with low-mantle potential temperature (Ruprecht
et al. 2013) and volumetrically modest calc-alkaline Holocene vol-
canism (Smith 1982). The relative paucity of melt and the greater
magnitude and rate of extensional strain explain the predominance
of spreading-parallel CPO in this rift compared to its tectonic ana-
logues (Eilon et al. 2014).

6.2 Rift shoulder structure

The N–S fabric appears to have pushed apart a shallow E–W fab-
ric that now lies north and south beneath the rift shoulders. This
geometry indicates that prior to rifting there was an E–W ‘frozen-
in’ lithospheric fabric, likely developed during Eocene–Miocene
northward convergence, terrane accretion and lithospheric short-
ening (Davies & Jaques 1984; Baldwin et al. 2012). Observations
(Huang et al. 2000; Kaviani et al. 2009) and simulations (Tommasi
et al. 1999) indicate development of lithospheric anisotropy with
fast azimuth parallel to the strike of orogenic belts—for the Papuan
Peninsula this would correspond to an E–W fabric, as observed.

The E–W fast structure northwest of the rift axis is greater in
amplitude and depth than the conjugate feature to the south. This
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structure co-locates with the high-VSav relict slab and the bound-
ary between the slab and the rift axis. A north- or south-dipping
slab (Eilon et al. 2015) would explain the strong E–W fabric:
trench-parallel splitting is commonly observed in subduction zones
(Long & Silver 2009) and may arise from along-strike flow, b-
type fabric (Karato et al. 2008), tilted radial anisotropy (Song &
Kawakatsu 2012), or even intraslab anisotropy (Eakin et al. 2016).
Although this structure is strong and well resolved in the anisotropy
model, it gives rise to the only major discrepancy between synthetic
and observed SKS measurements (Section 5.2); perhaps because
core refracted phases are mostly sampling deeper N–S fabric not
traversed by direct S. Alternatively, the disagreement could arise
from locally intermediate-azimuth (e.g. NE–SW) anisotropic struc-
ture in this region being mapped onto our orthogonal basis; this
possibility reinforces the importance of using multiple data types
to interrogate complex structure. That said, the strength of E–W
anisotropy we model in this region indicates that any intermediate-
azimuth structure here must have a strongly dominant E–W
component, clearly differentiable from anisotropy within the rift
axis.

Tectonic constraints imply a S-dipping, E–W striking subduction
boundary to the north (Yan & Kroenke 1993), suggesting a funda-
mentally 2-D geometry is applicable. Despite this, the presence of
a relict slab in the northwest may complicate shallow flow fields
beneath the rift’s northern shoulder. Isotropic VP tomography and
intermediate earthquake locations (Eilon et al. 2015) and VS con-
straints from this study hint that cold slab temperatures becomes less
pronounced east of 150.5◦E (Section 5.1.2). This may result from
the E–W gradient in extension. Strong, shallow N–S fast anisotropy
in the northeast of the model, apparently coincident with the edge
of the high-velocity body, could reflect toroidal flow around an
eastern edge of the slab or simply extensional strain that extends
further north when uninhibited by the presence of a viscous/rigid
slab.

The sharp and relatively vertical velocity boundaries demar-
cating the rift edges imply strain localisation processes involv-
ing water, chemical depletion or mechanical controls (Eilon et al.
2015). Our results indicate asymmetry between the rift shoul-
ders. The ∼5 per cent δ ln VS between the rift axis and the well-
resolved part of the southern shoulder is similar to that ob-
served in other rifts (Bastow et al. 2008) and ridges (Nettles &
Dziewonski 2008). The velocity gradient between rift axis and
shoulder is much greater in the north, due to the large tempera-
ture contrast of upwelling asthenosphere juxtaposed against a cold
lithospheric fragment.

6.3 Anisotropy–velocity trade-offs

Tomographic studies routinely interpret differential traveltimes as
a function of velocity heterogeneity alone. A key component of
this study is the quantification of trade-offs between the contri-
butions of velocity and anisotropy to observed traveltimes. In-
versions in which anisotropy is damped to zero provide a signif-
icantly poorer fit: the variance reduction to δt data achieved by
isotropic velocity heterogeneity alone is 69.3 per cent (compared to
86.8 per cent with anisotropy). Inversions in which velocity hetero-
geneities are damped to zero fit the dTN–E data only marginally less
well (84.6 per cent compared to 87.1 per cent for the full model) as
expected from the second-order control of �VSav on splitting. How-
ever, these inversions do reduce the differential traveltime variance

by 34 per cent despite no velocity heterogeneity, demonstrating that
a substantial portion of the signal in the δt data is due to anisotropy
alone.

We have previously argued that strong velocity perturbations in
this region (as observed in the isotropic inversion—Fig. 10) are ex-
plicable by unusually large temperature heterogeneities (Eilon et al.
2015). We believe the more muted �VSav in the anisotropic model
underestimates true variations. This phenomenon results from the
increased regularisation required by the anisotropic inversion, which
contains more model parameters. The loss in amplitude is consistent
with our synthetic tests (Fig. 7).

The importance of a joint inversion is not only evident from an
improved fit to data, but from the differences in observed structure.
In models with only isotropic velocity variations, the southern rift
shoulder is not clear in VS, but well defined in the VP model (Eilon
et al. 2015). For azimuthally homogeneous data distribution, the
effects of azimuthal anisotropy should, to first order, cancel out.
However, by computing the average polarisation of waves interact-
ing with each node in the model, we find that the region south of the
rift axis is disproportionately illuminated by waves that happen to
be polarised N–S, which move slower through the E–W fabric here,
counteracting the effect of colder (isotropically faster) structure. In
this inversion, once the effects of anisotropy and velocity structure
are separated, we retrieve a model with a clearly defined southern
boundary to the slow rift axis (Fig. 10) emphasising the localised
extension to depth.

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

We have developed a simple parametrisation of anisotropy and mean
shear velocity by describing elastic tensors relevant to upper-mantle
fabrics in terms of two orthogonal shear velocities (V‖ and V⊥).
This parametrisation yields approximate solutions to the Christof-
fel equations that are analytically differentiable, allowing efficient
calculation of Fréchet derivatives that make up the data kernel of
a non-linear inverse problem. By assuming the orientation of the
anisotropy, on the basis of prior splitting information and the geom-
etry of the tectonic environment, the anisotropic velocity structure
is related to teleseismic S-wave differential traveltimes and splitting
times measured simultaneously with three-way cross-correlation.
These data are iteratively inverted for 3-D velocity and anisotropy
heterogeneity, using finite-frequency sensitivity kernels.

This method is applied to the Woodlark Rift, Papua New Guinea,
imaging a low-velocity rift axis extending westward from the nearby
mid-ocean ridge tip more than 250 km into the continent congruent
with shallow Moho, Holocene volcanism and high heat flow. This
study reconciles previous isotropic tomography and SKS splitting
measurements in this rift, providing an important depth control
on anisotropy. In agreement with isotropic P, S and surface wave
images, there is a large-velocity contrast between the ∼6 per cent
slow rift axis and ∼5 per cent fast cold lithospheric material at
>100 km depth to the north. Up to 4 per cent anisotropy with N–S
fast azimuth has developed from 50 to 150 km depth within the rift
axis, breaking apart a pre-existing lithospheric fabric still evident
on the rift shoulders. The congruency of the N–S fabric and the
low-velocity structure indicates the co-development of lithospheric
thinning and extension-related CPO in the upwelling asthenosphere.
The observation of strong, shallow azimuthal anisotropy within the
rift axis implies efficient establishment of fabric in a corner-flow
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regime. Jointly inverting for shear velocity and anisotropy allows us
to account for, and quantify, trade-offs between the two parameters.
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A P P E N D I X A : A P P ROX I M AT I O N O F A N I S O T RO P I C V E L O C I T I E S

Here, we derive an approximation to the velocities of a split shear wave, as a function of propagation direction (ζ ) and just two parameters
(VSav and α) describing the mean shear velocity and the magnitude of the anisotropy in terms of the orthogonal velocities V⊥ and V‖. First,
we create an elastic tensor with hexagonal symmetry from just these two parameters, making some assumptions. Second, we compute the
solutions, VS(ζ , V⊥, V‖) to the Christoffel equations for this elastic tensor. Finally, we find approximate solutions as functions of V⊥ and V‖
that closely match the true solutions. These approximate solutions are chosen for their simple functional form, permitting analytic expressions
of the gradients of velocities (and, hence, traveltimes) to be found. For the purposes of notational simplicity, we will define x ≡ V⊥ and
y ≡ V‖.

Consider an anisotropic medium defined by a stiffness matrix using the Love parameters, A, C, F, L and N (Love 1927). These five
independent parameters are sufficient to define the elastic tensor in Voigt notation:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

A (A − 2N ) F 0 0 0
(A − 2N ) A F 0 0 0

F F C 0 0 0
0 0 0 L 0 0
0 0 0 0 L 0
0 0 0 0 0 N

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (A1)

The Love parameters are simply related to the velocities of P and S waves travelling along, or perpendicular to, symmetry axes:

VS‖ =
√

L/ρ

VS⊥ =
√

N/ρ

VP‖ =
√

C/ρ

VP⊥ =
√

A/ρ (A2)

and F = η(A − 2L). Assuming η = 1, VPav = νVSav and equal P and S anisotropy [consistent with natural and synthetic samples; Anderson
(1989); Ismaı̄l & Mainprice (1998); Tommasi et al. (2000)], we define x ≡ VSav (1 − α) and y ≡ VSav (1 + α), giving

A = ρν2x2

C = ρν2 y2

L = ρy2

N = ρx2

F = ρ(ν2x2 − 2y2). (A3)

These give precisely the same results as the treatment of Panning & Romanowicz (2006), where their anisotropic parameters are related to
ours by:

ξ = V 2
S⊥

V 2
S‖

=
(

1 − α

1 + α

)2

φ = V 2
P‖

V 2
P⊥

=
(

1 + α

1 − α

)2

= 1

ξ

V 2
Svoigt−av

= 2V 2
S‖ + V 2

S⊥
3

= V 2
Sav

(
1 + 2

3
α + α2

)

V 2
Pvoigt−av

= V 2
P‖ + 4V 2

P⊥
5

= ν2 V 2
Sav

(
1 − 6

5
α + α2

)
(A4)

and whereas their tensor is symmetric about the (3) direction, ours is symmetric about the (1) direction. (N.B. their ‘φ’ is not the same as the
direction of the fast azimuth, as φ is defined elsewhere in this paper. Their η is identical to ours.)

The above expressions define velocities of waves propagating along symmetry axes. We substitute the Love parameters into expressions
for VSV and VSH as a function of angle, ζ , between the propagation direction and the hexagonal symmetry axis (Mavko et al. 2009):

VSH (ζ ) =
√

(N sin2 ζ + L cos2 ζ ) /ρ

VSV (ζ ) =
√(

A sin2 ζ + C sin2 ζ + L −
√

((A − L) sin2 ζ − (C − L) cos2 ζ )2 + (F + L)2 sin2 2ζ

)
/2ρ (A5)

to get precise formulae for the solutions to the Christoffel equations. The equation for VSH is straightforward and may be computed precisely.
However, it is desirable to simplify the expression for VSV; we approximate VSV as a function sinusoidally varying with 90◦ periodicity between
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y at 0◦ and 90◦ and VSV |ζ=45◦ at 45◦:

VSH =
√

(x sin ζ )2 + (y cos ζ )2

VSV ≈
√

(y cos 2ζ )2 + (
VSV |ζ=45◦ sin 2ζ

)2
. (A6)

We calculate the value of VSV |ζ=45◦ as a function of x and y and ν:

V sV |ζ=45◦ =
√(

A + C + 2L −
√

(A − C)2 + 4(A − L)2)
)

/4ρ

= 1

2

√
ν2x2 + ν2 y2 + 2y2 −

√
ν4 (x2 − y2)2 + 4 (ν2x2 − y2)2

≈ 1

2

√
ν2x2 + ν2 y2 + 2y2 −

√
4 (ν2x2 − y2)2

= 1

2

√
ν2 (y2 − x2) + 4y2 (A7)

where the approximation made in the third step is valid for values of anisotropy less than 10 per cent. Substituting back into eq. (A6), we
have:

VSH =
√

x2 sin2 ζ + y2 cos2 ζ

VSV ≈
√

y2 cos2 2ζ + (
ν2

[
y2 − x2

]
/4 + y2

)
sin2 2ζ (A8)

where this approximation introduces an error of <0.3 per cent for ζ > 47◦ or ζ < 15◦ (Fig. 2). For a horizontal symmetry axis, ζ =
90 − incidence angle, and so the approximation introduces negligible error for teleseismic rays in the uppermost mantle. Note that at the
extremum of incidence perpendicular to the symmetry axis (ζ = 90◦), the expressions simplify to VSH = x and VSV = y, and at the extremum
of incidence parallel to the symmetry axis (ζ = 0◦), VSH = VSV = y.

A P P E N D I X B : T R AV E LT I M E S A N D D E R I VAT I V E S

For a ray travelling through the anisotropic medium we have described, eq. (5) leads to the following expressions for differential traveltimes
for shear waves polarised perpendicular (E–W) or parallel (N–S) to the symmetry axis:

δTE =
∫

ds

(u2 y2 + (1 − u2) x2)1/2
−

∫
ds

VSref

δTN ≈
∫

ds

(y2 + ν2 u2(1 − u2) (y2 − x2))1/2
−

∫
ds

VSref

(B1)

and dTN–E = δTN − δTE. Velocities x and y vary along the ray path s, as does the parameter describing propagation direction, u. By inspection
it is evident that for vertically incident waves (i = 0 and so u = 0) the traveltimes reduce to TE = ∫

ds/x and TN = ∫
ds/y, as required. The

Fréchet kernels in terms of x and y are:

∂ δTE

∂x
= −

∫ (
1 − u2

)
x

(u2 y2 + (1 − u2) x2)3/2
ds

∂ δTE

∂y
= −

∫
u2 y

(u2 y2 + (1 − u2) x2)3/2
ds

∂ δTN

∂x
=

∫
ν2 u2(1 − u2)x

(y2 + ν2 u2(1 − u2) (y2 − x2))3/2
ds

∂ δTN

∂y
= −

∫ (
1 + ν2 u2(1 − u2)

)
y

(y2 + ν2 u2(1 − u2) (y2 − x2))3/2
ds

∂ dTN−E

∂x
= ∂ δTN

∂x
− ∂ δTE

∂x

and
∂ dTN−E

∂y
= ∂ δTN

∂y
− ∂ δTE

∂y
(B2)

A P P E N D I X C : T H R E E - WAY C RO S S - C O R R E L AT I O N

A shear wave with intermediate polarisation (e.g. ψ = 45◦) travelling through an anisotropic medium with principal directions (also known
as ‘null directions’) N–S and E–W will be split into two quasi-shear pulses that arrive at station i at distinct arrival times T i

N and T i
E. The

splitting time, dT i
N−E, can be measured by cross-correlating the arrivals on N–S and E–W components, which should have identical waveforms
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(although they may have different amplitudes, depending on ψ). Arrivals on a given component may also vary in time between different
stations, reflecting local velocity heterogeneities. For a given component (e.g. N–S), the differential traveltime between stations i and j is
T i

N − T j
N = δT i− j

N ; this value can be measured by cross-correlating arrivals on the N–S channel at different stations.
Therefore, for M stations there are 2M unknowns (or model parameters): the times of N–S and E–W arrivals at each station. There are

M2 data measurements that can be made in total: M(M − 1)/2 from cross-correlating N–S arrivals between all station–station pairs, the
same number again for all E–W arrivals and an additional M splitting times. These M2 measurements can be used to simultaneously and
self-consistently solve for differential arrival times and splitting times. This is a mixed-determined problem (Menke 1984): differential arrival
times are overdetermined, but average arrival time is underdetermined. Therefore, an appropriate inversion strategy is to use a least-squares
approach with the constraint that the average of, say, the N–S differential traveltimes is zero, similar to VanDecar & Crosson (1990).

We construct the equation Gm = d:

T i
N︷ ︸︸ ︷ T i

E︷ ︸︸ ︷

δT i− j
N

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δT i− j
E

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dT i
N−E

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

constraint {

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 −1 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 −1 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

1 0 −1 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 0 1 −1 0 · · · 0

0 0 0 · · · 0 0 1 −1 · · · 0

0 0 0 · · · 0 1 0 −1 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 0 0 · · · 0 −1 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0 0 −1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 · · · 0 0 0 −1 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · 1 0 0 0 · · · −1

1 1 1 · · · 1 0 0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

T 1
N

T 2
N

T 3
N

...

T M
N

T 1
E

T 2
E

T 3
E

...

T M
E

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

δT 1−2
N

δT 2−3
N

δT 1−3
N

...

δT 1−2
E

δT 2−3
E

δT 1−3
E

...

dT 1
N−E

dT 2
N−E

dT 3
N−E

...

dT M
N−E

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(C1)

This problem has the classic least-squares solution mest = [GTG]−1GTd (Menke 1984). We choose to include a weighting function
whereby each datum is weighted by the maximum value of the cross-correlation, cmax, of that measurement in order to give more weight to
measurements that may be more robust. The weighting matrix is a diagonal matrix of squares of cmax values: [Wd]i, j = a2

i δi, j where δi, j is

the Kronecker delta. The weighted least-squares solution is then: mest = [
GT Wd G

]−1
GT Wd d (Menke 1984).
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